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Introductions
Name
Location
What pipeline are you impacted by?



What is a Letter to the Editor?

Short submission to a newspaper (or blog, church newsletter, etc.) 
that takes a position for/against an issue



Why LTEs Matter

Letters to the Editor can…

1. Persuade the public to agree with your opinion
2. Increase public knowledge of an issue
3. Spur discussion in the community
4. Elevate an issue for elected officials/decision makers/media



Letter
to the
Editor
Format 

Keep it short – 250-300 words

1. Hook
A sentence that grabs attention. Bonus if you can relate it 
back to a recent event.

   2.     Briefly explain the issue
In a sentence or two, tell readers about the proposed project

   3.      Share why you oppose CO2 projects
What about this issue concerns you enough to write an LTE? 
Share a personal experience, cite a fact, or 

   4.      End with a call to action
Ask readers to contact their legislator, demand Commissioners 
deny a permit, offer a way to learn more



Messaging

● Highlight safety concerns + lack of oversight

● Dispute industry’s claim of economic benefits

● Note the misuse of tax dollars + water resources

● Mention that eminent domain is not for private gain

● Point to recent victories



Submitting an LTE

Check the paper’s opinion section for guidelines!

Most outlets have an online submission form

Submit to one paper at a time



Tips & Tricks

➔ State facts, but don’t overuse numbers

➔ Include credentials

➔ Target your local paper

➔ Avoid jargon

➔ Keep it original

➔ Follow up



Examples
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Next Steps

Shelli Meyer
shelli@boldalliance.org
515-422-6136

➔ Write a letter to the editor
➔ Antelope Co CUP meeting March 12
➔ Dakota Co CUP meeting April 16
➔ Monthly Midwest Landowners Meeting March 20
➔ House Party

Need assistance? Contact: 

Emma Schmit
emma@boldalliance.org 
712-830-3748

Tom Genung
Tom@boldnebraska.org
402-984-7548 
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